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**COLLECTION NAME (CALL NUMBER)**

Nancy Ann Sprague (**MC 259**)
Ann Maria Davison (**MC 234**)
Clara Morris (**A-168**)
Eliza Bowditch Van Loon (**MC 186**)
Helen Temple Cooke (**A-15**)
Mary Kate Brewster (**M-59**)
Inez Haynes Irwin (**A-25**)
Betsey Estey (Talbot) Capen in Bertha C. Reynolds Papers (**A/R45**)
Elizabeth Gardiner Evans in Jessie Donaldson Hodder Papers (**A-23**)
Sarah Ripley Stearns (**A-41**)
H.A. Severance (**A/S498**)
Eunice Callender in Sarah Ripley Stearns Papers (**A-41**)
Emily Marshall Morison (**MC 258**)
Florence Ledyard Kitchelt (**A-61**)
Elizabeth Hewes Tilton (**A-52**)
Mary Grew in Alma Lutz Collection (**A-110**)
Mary Gardiner Davis in Gardiner Family Papers (**A-70**)
Mary Jane Walker (**A/W1821**)
Amy Richardson Holway (**MC 227**) (search for Holoway in database)
M.I. Mudge (**A/M944**)
Mary Ann (Wodrow) Archbald (**M-59**)
Rachel Willard Stearns in Sarah Ripley Stearns Papers (**A-41**)
Louise Stoughton (**A-67**)

For more information on published materials included in this database, see the [guide to the History of Women microfilm collection](https://library.fordham.edu/hollis/catalog).